The following review questions are provided to check how well you understand the information presented in the program.

1. Name the three basic safety rules that are stressed throughout the program.

2. The maintenance workers involved in the explosion while re-setting the chiller violated which company policy?

3. Which two of these sources provide information about hazardous chemicals used in industry?
   a. college chemistry textbooks
   b. Material Data Safety Sheets
   c. container labels
   d. the national poison hot line

4. When lifting you can prevent common back injuries if you
   a. jerk the load from the ground to your chest in one motion
   b. turn with the load during the lifting process
   c. always lift with the knees and not the back

5. The worker whose glove and sleeve caught in the rotating drill press was injured because he violated the company’s clothing policy.
   a. true
   b. false

6. Face shields are necessary for many hazardous tasks and must be
   a. worn in conjunction with other protective eye wear
   b. coated in a fireproof material
   c. ventilated to allow breathing

7. Lockout/tagout procedures are required for energized equipment when performing
   a. maintenance
   b. installation
   c. adjustments
   d. all answers

8. Which of the following is not a recommendation for using a ladder?
   a. have an assistant help steady the ladder if available
   b. place cardboard under the ladder if it wobbles
   c. tie the ladder off so that it is steady
   d. choose the right ladder for the job

9. Why should pay close attention to warning signs in the workplace?
1. ① Always take responsibility for your personal safety.
   ② Never perform any task unless you have been trained and authorized.
   ③ Always follow job procedures and company rules.

2. They were not trained or authorized to perform the task

3. b and e

4. c

5. a

6. a

7. d

8. b

9. because they advise us about actions we should take in regard to our safety